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Paralyze synonym thesaurus

1 affected by paralysis of a special climb for people paralyzed in wheelchairs challenged, paralyzed, disabled, discontinued mutilated, hobbled, paralyzed, lamed hemiplegic, paraplegic, paretic, quadriplegic 2 unable to act or achieve the goal of a mayor who seems paralyzed sitting because of the city's soaring crime rate is incapable, incompetent, ineffective, incompetent, unfit, weak, passive, without a
spine, supine, not aggressive , capable, capable, effective, efficient dominant, dynamic, energetic, strong, sturdy, tough, strong important, main, page 2 of the significant Princeton WordNetparalyze, paralyse (verb)makes helpless and malfunctioningBirokrasi paralyzes the entire operationSinonim:paralyseparalyze, paralyzed (verb) causes paralysis and immobilizeRacun paralyzes it; Crippling
FearSinonim:Paralyzed Dictionary Complete Synonyms and Antonyms Dictionary Synonymes English Synonymesparalyze(v. a.) Synonyms:palsy, benumb, dead synonym, antonims &amp;amp; Related Wordsparalyze(v)Synonyms:benumb, deaden, stun, ppdb uncut, paraphrasing database Paraphrase list to disable:p aralyse, crippling How to say paralyzed in sign language? How to use paralyzing in
sentences? Henrique Fontana:The opposition will try to use this to cripple Congress, create an institutional crisis, we will not let that happen. We will push ahead with austerity plans. Felix Frankfurter:The judgment of the judiciary must take into account more in the days before yesterday so that yesterday may not be paralyzed today. Carrie Lam:They want to cripple Hong Kong, which is a selfish act. Sargis
Babayan:We will take down the whole city and the whole country. Jimmy Whitworth:Plague can completely paralyze countries. Legend: - Choose - 買ฐ (French) Русскич (Russian) ಕನಡ (Kannada) 한-10 (Korean) תירבע  (Hebrew) Gaeilge (Ireland) Укранська (Ukrainian) ودرا  (Urdu) Magyar (Hungary) 1◌ा-7-2-  2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-1-2-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-
1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-Čeština (Vietnam) Czech) Polski (Poland) Românește (Romanian) Nederlands (Netherlands) Ελληνικs (Greek) Latinum (Latin) Svenska (Sweden) Dansk (Danish) Suomi ( Finland) یسراف  (Persian) יי sי ( Yiddish) հայերեն (Armenia) Norsk (Norway) English (English) Images &amp;amp; Lame illustrations For loss of spirit, brilliance, or activeness. To render unreasonable
or inactive, such as from shock or boredom: Defects are defined to disable or render unable to function properly. To die or be damaged due to exposure to cold gorgonize To petrify or stupefy, as with (Intransitive) To stop marching. To eliminate strength or ability; Disable. Serious injuries; cause permanent loss of function of the limbs or parts of the body. To stun or be paralyzed with terror; Daze. For To or
stalemate with a weapon or pointy object. To set up (people, resources, etc.) for active services or use in emergencies, drives, etc. To evoke, evoke or excite. To awaken the organism to functional activity. (Idiomatic) To finish, especially quickly; knock off. To stupefy is to shock, surprise or make one unable to think or respond clearly. To cause loss of strength or vitality; reduce or destroy: out of action (or
commission) (Intransitive) To provide assistance. To make a show; to put on pretensions; to pretend; to assume. To create a fake look. [from 16th c.] To make it not work properly. Find another word to paralyze. On this page you can find 35 synonyms, antonyms, idiomatic expressions, and related words to paralyze, such as: attack with paralysis, make inert, make nerveless, deadly, benumb, defect, destroy,
destroy, disable, freeze and gorgonization. 1 (noun) in the sense of immobilityDefinitioninability to move all or part of the body due to damage to the nervous systemparalysis of the footSynonymspalsy paresis (pathology) 2 (noun) in the sense of stalledDefinitiona of the state of inactivity of the States has brought total paralysis of trade. Synonyms stalled Production more or less stalled. The breakdown of the
trip was plagued by distractions. the cessation of the seven-hour stoppage by air traffic controllerss ofhutdown stopped air traffic has been halted.Stagnation See example for copyright synonym © 2016 by HarperCollins Publisher. All rights reserved. Additional synonyms in the sense of haltDefinitiona while stalledAir traffic has been stopped. Synonymous cessation in the sense of
inactivitySynonymsstagnation, quiescence, dilatoriness, inertness, dolce far niente The Administration seems paralyzed under a new demonstration of the power and madness of the Seminoles.The Exiles of FloridaJoshua R. Giddings He has become a brave, dauntless and brave man, but his cold, crippling fears now grip him by the heart. Sir Henry Morgan, BuccaneerCyrus Townsend BradyInstead lowered
the nutrition, they would raise it; instead of paralyzing, they will refresh. Tobacco and AlcoholJohn Fiske Early winter nights have settled down and the cold stings are crippling as they speed up the cold before DawnDell H. MungerIt is paralyzed, but there is absolutely no provision made for men, decent enough, who have stopped loving a decent wife. CythereaJoseph HergesheimerPerhaps Antony could not
escape the paralysis of the grip of despair. Cleopatra, CompleteGeorg Ebers 1 to make helpless, ineffective, or unable to move a blizzard paralyzes the city for two days energizing, galvanized, refreshing, 2 to eliminate the courage or confidence of the school board paralyzed by the threat of lawsuits for almost anything debilitating, enervate, enfeeble, neuter, debilitating prostration, sap, softening, tires,
waste fear, intimidating, psychology (out), scaring, , terrorizing daunt, preventing, preventing, disappointed, penchant for dispirit, derange, madden, unbalanced, uncomfortable, disquiet, annoying, lazing, annoying, restless, upset, strange out Page 2 After losing consciousness, especially temporarily; unconscious: Without strength, passion, strength, or courage; weak; inert; Have or show little or no activity,
esp. Chemical activity The definition of inactivity is a person or thing that does not work or move. Doesn't affect emotions: Can't defend yourself or act without help. Showed little interest; Apathy: Has disabilities, especially physical. Have, submit to, or cause paralysis To make it immobile, by evoking terror, astonishment or admiration. Stun is to stop or confuse with a sharp blow or a loud sound, or to surprise
someone. Petrify is turning organic matter into something like a rock, or causing extreme fear. To inhibit movement or use: The definition of quitting is to hesitate, to stop something or to stop suddenly. Kill or damage with cold exposure (Intransitive) To cause destruction. To pull down, knock down, or smash into pieces (a building, etc.) Loss of spirit, brilliance, or friendliness. To disable, damage, or damage
functions: To pucker is to shrivel, become dry, or weaken and droop. Inability is defined to make a person or thing that cannot do something. To temporarily increase activity (organs of the body or system, for example). To assemble, marshal, or coordinate for a purpose: The definition of influencing means producing a change in something. To refrain from; avoid or hold. Used with cans or can't: Find other
words to paralyze. On this page you can find 32 synonyms, antonyms, idiomatic expressions, and related words for paralysis, such as: insensitive, nerveless, total, inert, inactive, immobile, helpless, torpid, disabled, paralyzed and transfixed. Without sadness this philosophy will damage health and paralyze all energy that must express itself in achievement. The Life RadiantLilian WhitingThey seems to be
crippling her mentally until her bright spirit re-asserts itself, and she has restored her balance. Toll Gate CaptainFrank R. StocktonOne's main objection to the combination of industry and commercial is that they cripple the trade. The Railroad QuestionWilliam LarrabeeAnd now the female spider will paralyze the last Arranstoun, and rule it for the rest of her days, swapping her vitality. The man and
MomentElinor GlynIt will only take off his armor, and they hope, take down his crew. The Black Star PassesJohn W Campbell Campbell
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